Aircraft/Car Detailing - All GLARE® products are made in USA and 50 states EPA compliant for VOC's.
Note : Instructions for applying the Knock Out, Micro Finish, Spider, and Glare Professional Polish please refer to page 102.
For other possible applications please refer to right bottom corner of page 103
_________________________

GLARE® PLUS+ Professional Polish

37411-glr-001

37411-glr-014

12 oz. Bottle : $34.95

1 Gallon Jug : $269.95

® PLUS+

GLARE
PROFESSIONAL POLISH will make your vehicle’s paint shine so
bright that you will literally need sunglasses to look at it during the day, and it will
look luminescent under artificial light at night. This product provides the highest
shine available with a three dimensional depth of gloss not achievable with any
other product. This is brand new technology in paint appearance and protection.
®
Now with more Glassplexin .
®Plus +

NEW GLARE
PROFESSIONAL POLISH is a non-stick, high gloss, all-weather, temperature- flexible sealant containing a new type of proprietary
®
chemical formulation called Glassplexin. GLARE was developed by on- staff chemists who have over 100 years of paint-specific chemical
®
experience combined. GLARE PROFESSIONAL POLISH represents the very latest in paint appearance and protection technology. It contains no
waxes, polymers, or resins because those type of ingredients and chemicals in other products have very low melting points and do not filter out UV
®
rays, and do not hold up to regular washing like GLARE .
®plus +

PROFESSIONAL POLISH will bond to your vehicle’s paint through a covalent chemical bond which is not possible with any other
GLARE
®
product currently available in the world’s market. The chemical reaction that occurs between GLARE and the paint literally transforms the chemical
structure of the vehicle’s paint and now shares the properties of both the original paint and glass. Micro scratches, swirls, and oxidation are all
removed permanently. The end result is a newly created type of paint/glass hybrid “SUPER PAINT” that is harder and more resilient then before.
®Plus +

treated paint has a much higher surface tension and causes water to sheet off instead of beading. The newly chemically altered
The GLARE
paint now has the ability to filter out over 98% of the sun’s UVA/UVB rays, the ability to block out air oxidation and corrosion, the ability to expand and
contract with temperature variances up to 650 degrees Fahrenheit and down to negative 250 degrees Fahrenheit without cracking fading or peeling,
will hold up to regular washing, and will block damage from everyday environmental contaminants that always seem to find their way onto your
® Plus+
®Plus +
. Also, GLARE
PROFESSIONAL POLISH creates a
vehicle. Bugs, bird droppings, and tree sap will not stick to paint treated with GLARE
paint surface so smooth and slick that the Air-Drag Coefficient of your vehicle will be significantly reduced, actually making your vehicle more
aerodynamic.
®Plus +

provides all of these benefits while producing the highest three dimensional depth of gloss never before achievable, and this is why
GLARE
® Plus +
is not only used by individual enthusiasts and collectors, but also by vintage car and motorcycle museums and the world’s most famous
GLARE
professional custom car and motorcycle painters in the industry. This is the absolute finest gloss enhancing polish/sealant currently available in the
world’s market for your car, truck, motorcycle, ATV, boat, yacht, personal watercraft, R/V, motorhome, trailer, or aircraft. Never apply carnauba
® Plus +
coat as this will adversely affect the chemical bonding process with the paint and will
wax, or polymer synthetic wax, on top of your final GLARE
®
®
cause the shine to go down. There is no need to top GLARE Plus + with anything else because GLARE provides the highest shine of any other
product available. This should always be the final step in any application.
®Plus +

PROFESSIONAL POLISH has been developed to be able to work on a wide variety of car, motorcycle, boat, and aircraft specific paints
GLARE
® PLUS
including Acrylic Enamels, Urethanes, Polyurethane and Polyurethane Clearcoats, and epoxy or polyester resin Gelcoats. GLARE
+
PROFESSIONAL POLISH has been tested and approved by BOEING for use on PPG Aircraft Paint. Glare can be used on Fiberglass, Carbon
Fiber, Glass, Plexiglass, Plastic, Chrome, Aluminum, and all metal alloys.
®Plus +

GLARE
is also excellent for exhaust pipes, wheels and rims, headlights and brake lenses, helmets, visors, goggles, eyeglasses and
sunglasses, household appliances, marble, tile, porcelain, finished wood, brass, silverware, gold, jewelry, windows, mirrors, crystal, sporting goods,
®
golf clubs, skiing equipment, water sports equipment, musical instruments, and repairs CD’s and DVD’s. As you can see, GLARE PLUS + does not
need to be stowed away in the garage after you’re done treating your car or bike. It can be used around the house and on almost anything and
everything that you own. If you think your paint looks good now, just wait until you see it after it has been GLARE’D. You’ll be seeing your vehicle’s
® PLUS +
PROFESSIONAL POLISH. Beyond wet.
paint in true HD for the first time in your life! GLARE

GLARE® MICRO-FINISH
37411-glr-002

GLARE® MICRO-FINISH is a revolutionary micro compound developed with our exclusive
Glassplexin formulation. GLARE® MICRO-FINISH has the smallest and finest abrasive particles
added to remove light to moderate levels of oxidation and micro scratches without scratching or
harming the applied surface. Just like GLARE® PROFESSIONAL POLISH, GLARE® MICROFINISH does not contain any type of waxes, polymers or resins, and can be used on a variety of
materials including paint, clear-coat, gel-coat, fiberglass, chrome, glass, carbon fiber, plexiglass,
plastic, and all metal alloys. This is the absolute best product available for removing those
annoying micro scratches you see in your vehicle’s paint, and also excellent for polishing up
rims, wheels, and exhaust pipes too! This is not a cover up polymer wax product, but actually 12 oz. Bottle
and permanently repairs micro scratches and oxidation through physics and chemistry.
GLARE® MICRO-FINISH is the most advanced micro compound ever developed.

37411-glr-015

: $34.95 1 Gallon Jug : $269.95
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GLARE® Spider

37411-glr-003

GLARE® SPIDER with Glassplexin® is the most advanced swirl removing product ever created. Utilizing a unique chemical process
of ultra pure metal interlinked fusion to Glassplexin® particles, GLARE® SPIDER will physically and chemically remove circular
swirls and the appearance of spider webs in the paint, including on black paint even when viewed in direct sunlight. GLARE® SPIDER
is not a cover up product, but a technologically advanced swirl removal solution that will permanently correct 99% of the swirls that
appear in your paint which are caused by automated carwashes, hard water, dust, and dirt. Unlike other products that are sold as swirl
remover products, GLARE® SPIDER actually works and does exactly what the label says it will do. GLARE® SPIDER will correct
even the heaviest level of swirls and should always be followed with an application of GLARE® MICRO-FINISH or GLARE® 12 oz. Bottle
PROFESSIONAL POLISH. GLARE® SPIDER has been designed to also work excellently on plastic too!

GLARE® Knock-Out

: $34.95

37411-glr-004

GLARE® KNOCKOUT is a heavy cutting compound that contains our proprietary Glassplexin® formulation. Again, like all
GLARE® products, this is a product that does not contain any type of carnauba wax, synthetic polymer wax, or resins. GLARE®
KNOCKOUT is the most aggressive product in the GLARE® line and is designed to remove and repair the heaviest levels of oxidation
and scratches in a safe and effective manner through both physical and advanced chemical means. It has been designed to be as
aggressive as possible without being overly abrasive. It’s balanced. GLARE® KNOCKOUT will not only remove and reverse
oxidation, but will also remove stains and repair damage like bird dropping stains and hard water spot damage. GLARE® KNOCKOUT
will remove industrial fallout as well. If you have that deep scratch or scuff that you thought could never be fixed outside of repainting,
prepare to get knocked out because GLARE® KNOCKOUT can fix it. This product is also great for feathering in touch up paint to 12 oz. Bottle
blend in with the original paint. GLARE® KNOCK OUT should always be followed with an application of GLARE® MICROFINISH.

: $29.95

37411-glr-005

GLARE® Liqui-Clay
"The Clay Bar in a Bottle" Smoothes and removes stubborn blemishes before polishing! Won't re scratch your paint like a
regular Clay Bar. Fast and very easy to use. The MOST advanced claying system for your vehicle's finish ever developed! *
Restores Color * Picks up Debris. Fallout, Insects, and Dirt Particles like a Magnet! * Smoothes paint like glass * Preps
paint before polishing.

37411-glr-006

12 oz. Bottle : $29.95
37411-glr-016

GLARE® Ultra Wash
"Cleans your vehicle, keeps your shine." The most advanced wash ever developed. A PH
balanced concentrated wash. Safe for all paints and finishes including the new clear-coated
paints. New technology that leaves your vehicle clean and glossy like no other vehicle wash
can. Contains Glassplexin®.

12 oz. Bottle : $11.95 1 Gallon Jug : $110.00
37411-glr-007

GLARE® Vinyl – Leather
GLARE® Vinyl/Leather all Weather Protectant contains a special blend of natural ingredients and a chemical formulation
called SUPPLEXIN which is designed to beautify, soften, deodorize, preserve, and protect against damaging agents found
in the everyday usage of your vehicle's interior. This product cleans, conditions, preserves, and protects in one easy step
while smelling great at the same time. Contains no harmful silicons, or adverse active ingredients. Blocks harmful UV rays.
The finest and most technologically advanced interior product ever unleashed on the car care market, and thus worthy of
12 oz. Bottle
the GLARE® Name.

: $14.95

37411-glr-008

GLARE® Rapid Action Spray Polish
Bonds molecularly to your paint. The most exciting polish ever developed. Ultimate protection for Cars, Planes, Boats,
Motorcycles, Fiberglass, Plastic, Stainless Steel, Chrome, Carbon Graphite & Polished Aluminum. Now in a convenient and
easy to use spray formula. Contains Glassplexin® and lasts up to six months. Bonds molecularly to your paint. The most
exciting polish ever developed.

16 oz. Bottle : $24.95
37411-glr-009

GLARE® Turbo Action Wheeler Cleaner
Ultimate protection for Cars, Planes, Boats, Motorcycles, Fiberglass, Plastic, Stainless Steel, Chrome, Carbon Graphite &
Polished Aluminum. Now in a convenient and easy to use spray formula. Contains Glassplexin and lasts up to six months.
Bonds molecularly to your paint. The most exciting polish ever developed.

16 oz. Bottle : $12.95
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37411-glr-010

GLARE® Tire Magic
The ultimate all in one tire appearance protection product! Glare Tire Magic will filter out harmful Ultra Violet Rays from the
sun. Extreme temperature resistant formula for all climates. Stops tires from cracking and fading. Gives a beautiful rich
natural high gloss finish. Splatter resistant formula. Easy to use - just spray and wipe!.

16 oz. Bottle : $14.95
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

THE CORRECT GLARE APPLICATION PROCEEDURE
GLARE® Winner Circle Pro Kit

1. Knock Out
2. Micro-Finish
3. Spider
4. Glare® Professional Polish ( or Air-Glare® Professional Polish )

"Shines so bright, you'll need sunglasses."
This kit includes one of each: GLARE In this order you will apply the products the same. Buffing with a thick Micro Fiber Towel hook and loop
Professional Polish GLARE Micro-Finish design until the product disappears. Turn over the Towel and use the other side to wipe off the excess.
GLARE
Spider
GLARE
Knock-Out Use a new Micro Fiber Towel with each of the products mentioned above. After you finished using the
four products as described you will then go over a second coat only with the Glare Pro Polish. Rub in
Compound.
this time but not until the polish disappears. Let it dry to a haze! Do the whole vehicle without buffing
the haze off. When you are finished with the vehicle at that time wait 30 min. then buff to a shine with a
new Micro Fiber Towel. Do not get water on the Vehicle for 24 hours as it has to cure, and also do not
ever put any other products over the Glare® except a Glare® product as the Glassplexin® does not
mix with Silicones, Waxes, and Polymers. Very important on this point. If you want to apply another
coat of Glare you can do this without any problems to fill in new scratches. As you know when you
drive any vehicle on the road the dirt from the highways will make new scratches so we suggest you
put on a new coat of Glare every other month. You will not need to go over the 4 step ever again
unless your paint got keyed or vandalized etc.

GLARE® Sahara Wash and Detail Spray

37411-glr-011

37411-glr-012

16 oz. Bottle : $29.95

32 oz. Refill Bottle : $59.90

GLARE® Sahara Wash and Detail Spray is the only safe solution to washing
and detailing your vehicle as an express polish or after care product. This does
not replace GLARE® Professional polish. This is a beautiful after care product
when your vehicle gets very dirty and you want to clean and maintain the original
deep beyond wet look shine you received using the GLARE® Professional Polish.

GLARE® Sahara Wash and Detail is a safe and effective wash and detail product rolled into one. This product is the perfect solution when water
supply is limited. Do not confuse this product with Glare Rapid Action which has a 6 months lasting protection, and is not a wash. Safe on all exterior
materials. The most revolutionary product of this kind on the market. Easy to use on all cars. Clear coat safe and recommended . This is the best
spray polish you can buy. Great for use on motorcycles, glass, and polycarbonate as well.

37411-glr-013

GLARE® Zero
GLARE® ZERO is a revolutionary product, especially developed for the professional in mind. Whether detailing an
old finish, or preparing a freshly painted surface for polishing, GLARE® ZERO is a must. After the last coat of clearcoat has cured the professional painter will color sand with fine sandpaper to level any imperfections or ripples in
the surface of the paint. After finishing this color-sanding procedure they will proceed to step one of polishing and
polish the paint surface with GLARE Knock-Out Compound. Polishing out the scuffs and scrapes left behind from
color sanding can be very tedious and take a good amount of work and time requiring countless passes of the high
speed buffer.

32 oz. Bottle : $133.95

GLARE® ZERO was designed to be used after color sanding but before step one (GLARE® Knock-Out) to prepare the painted surface and shorten
the time and work of polishing by allowing the GLARE Knockout to be more effective with less effort and with fewer passes of the high speed buffer.
GLARE® Zero chemically softens the surface of the clear-coat when activated by heat from friction of the high speed buffer. The surface of the clearcoat turns into semi-fluid state allowing the scuffs and scrapes from color-sanding to blend together right before your very eyes while polishing with
GLARE® Knock-Out. This chemical transformation allows the GLARE® Knockout to be twice as effective. Although the clear-coat initially becomes
softer, once done polishing with GLARE® Professional Polish, the clear-coat becomes harder, smoother, more resilient and with a higher surface
tension then ever before achievable. Detailers may also use GLARE® ZERO without color sanding to make polishing more effective. This is brand
new paint prep technology that both the professional painter/body shop as well as the professional detailer will appreciate. Before step one there's
ZERO
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37411-glr-020

GLARE® Blast
NEW! Glare Blast Quick & Fast Flat Paint Paint Polish Will Adapt to all Paints. We are the only ones with CamoAdaptive Technology in the World! A Quick Detailer Total all Paint Including Falt Paints Protection Spray!!
GLARE® BLAST is the most technologically advanced spray detailer polish ever developed! This is not just a
simple cleaner, but a true polish that blocks UV rays and protects paint against contamination and the environment

12 oz. Bottle : $34.95
This is the only spray detailer polish with Camo-Adaptive Technology™ which allows GLARE BLAST to adapt to whatever surface it is being applied
to including Gloss Paint, Flat Paint (Matte or Satin Paint), Clear Coated Paint, ALL types of Polyurethane Paints, Enamel Paint, Nitrocellulose Paint,
Gel-Coat, Carbon Fiber, Fiberglass, Glass, Mirrors, Plexiglass, Helmets, Visors, Goggles, Sunglasses, Plastic (smooth or rough), Rubber, Vinyl,
Leather, Chrome, Aluminum, All types of Metal Alloys, Powder Coat, and can even be used on outer engine components and casings.
GLARE BLAST’s exclusive Camo-Adaptive Technology™ will make flat paint look like brand new flat paint without adding any unwanted sheen or
gloss and eliminates and prevents fingerprints. When used on gloss paint it will make the paint pop with added gloss unmatched by any other spray
detailer polish. This is the only spray detailer polish in the world with Camo-Adaptive Glassplexin® which allows GLARE BLAST to serve these two
totally different and opposite functions for flat and gloss paints. Camo-Adaptive Technology™ makes it possible for this single product to enhance any
and all types of paints in existence, and with our Glassplexin® formulation GLARE BLAST will offer you the best paint protection of any spray detailer
product on the market. Whether your paint is supposed to shine or not, Camo-Adaptive Technology™ allows GLARE BLAST to know exactly what it’s
supposed to do. It’s easy to use, it will give your paint real protection because it contains our proprietary Glassplexin® formulation, and you can use it
on virtually all other materials found on your vehicle besides just the paint. It truly is the most technologically advanced spray detailer polish ever
unleashed onto the car care and motorcycle care market. This is cutting edge technology in paint appearance and protection. It sprays on fast and
wipes off easy. It’s called GLARE BLAST and it’s Quick ‘N’ Fast! Don’t drive or ride without it.

37411-glr-0001

Air-GLARE® PROFESSIONAL POLISH
AIR-GLARE® PROFESSIONAL AIRCRAFT POLISH is the most technologically advanced aircraft paint
polish/sealant ever developed. This is the finest product for your airplane, jet, or helicopter. AIR-GLARE® will
protect your expensive aircraft paint from UV ray discoloration, engine exhaust, air oxidation, and degradation which
is caused by air molecules constantly bombarding the exterior at extremely high speeds. This product will make
cleaning your aircraft a shorter, easier task

12 oz. Bottle : $44.95

AIR-GLARE® PROFESSIONAL AIRCRAFT POLISH will reduce the Air-Drag Coefficient of the aircraft which in turn increases maximum air-speed
and fuel economy. AIR-GLARE® will allow for a much easier de-icing of the aircraft as well. AIR-GLARE® has been tested and approved by
BOEING® for use on PPG Aircraft Paint, and can be used on a wide variety of aircraft paints and materials. AIR-GLARE® is also excellent for
polycarbonate (maintains optical clarity), glass (including instrumentation glass), Carbon Graphite (including helicopter blades), fiberglass, aircraft
aluminum, and all metal alloys.

Approved for types of aircraft, Exceeds Boeing® Test D6-17487.

GLARE® Hurricane Folding Bucket

37413-hcn-019

This Glare Bucket is made from the finest Fire-Hose material to give it longivity, and makes extremely sturdy. Will
give you many years of use! Handle is made from the finest surgical stainless steel. Folds up in a zippered hat box.
After use just fold up and up it your trunk of your car, or store in the garage. Once you use this bucket you will not
want to use any other kind! Many uses: Car washing, Holding Golf Balls, Holds Ice for Drinks at the Beach, Fishing!!
etc. You will find many more uses for our Glare Foldable 5 gallon Bucket! Makes a Great Unique Gift for anyone!
* This ultra modern bucket holds 5 gallons of Water. * Colapses for easy storage. * Comes in its own storage case.
* The Glare Hurricane Bucket is great for traveling or home. * Fits nicely in any suitcase or trunk of a car. * Glare
Hurricane Bucket can be used to wash cars, fishing, golf balls. * Great for holding Ice for parties and keep drinks ice
cold.

$29.95

Made from the same type of materials used in Commercial Fire Hoses. Handle is 100% Stainless Steel - Rust Proof!! Comes with a one year
warranty against manufactures defects. We guarantee this is the most practical bucket you have ever seen. Another top notch product brought to you
by Ultra 2000 Manufacturing International Inc. the makers of Exclusive Glare Products.
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